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A MATHEMATICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS OF AN 
ANONyMOUS PERSIAN COMPENDIUM ON DECORATIVE PATTERNS

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a mathematical 
classification of the contents of the Anonymous Compen-
dium comprising folios 180r–199r of Ms. Persan 169, lo-
cated in the Bibliothèque nationale de France and 
referred to in this volume as the Paris Codex.1 Ms. Persan 
169 was written in a single hand, probably in the fif-
teenth to sixteenth centuries, and contains other math-
ematical texts as well.2 Because the sixty-one patterns 
in the Anonymous Compendium occur in rather random 
order, it is likely that they were taken from different 
sources, probably dating back to different centuries. 

The Anonymous Compendium is historically impor-
tant because it differs in style and content from almost 
all other geometrical works that have come down to us 
from the Islamic tradition, including some of the other 
treatises in the Paris Codex. Most medieval Islamic au-
thors who wrote on geometry were trained in the style 
of Euclid’s Elements (ca. 300 B.C.), which was available 
in several good Arabic translations. These authors stud-
ied geometry in order to become astronomers and as-
trologers,3 and in the majority of their writings no 
reference is made to decorative geometrical patterns—
which may be surprising, as they must have often seen 
such patterns in palaces and mosques.

Most of the patterns appear to have been designed 
not by theoretically trained geometers but by craftsmen 
(Arabic: ṣunnac). The tenth-century geometer and as-
tronomer Abu’l-Wafaʾ al-Buzjani wrote a short kitāb fī 
acmāl al-handasa (Book of Geometrical Constructions, 
henceforth Geometrical Constructions), which is the sub-
ject of the chapter by Elaheh Kheirandish in the present 
publication.4 In the Geometrical Constructions, Abu’l-
Wafaʾ comments on the practices of craftsmen and also 
reports on meetings at which craftsmen and theoreti-
cally trained geometers were present.5 Abu’l-Wafaʾ says 
that the craftsmen did not distinguish between 

 geometrically exact and approximate constructions, 
and were not concerned with geometric proofs. He also 
complains that they only wanted their decorative pat-
terns to look right. The rather snobbish aim of his Geo-
metrical Constructions was to make sure that the 
craftsmen henceforth used only mathematically exact 
constructions.

The Anonymous Compendium conforms to a large ex-
tent with Abu’l-Wafaʾ’s description of the practices of 
medieval Islamic craftsmen. Mathematically exact and 
approximate constructions occur next to one another, 
and are presented without proofs. The approximate 
character of some constructions is sometimes indicated 
but not always. Moreover, the Anonymous Compendium 
also uses an instrument called the gūnyā (set square), 
which is mentioned in Abu’l-Wafaʾ’s book, but not in 
Euclid’s Elements. The Anonymous Compendium thus 
preserves textual evidence of how mathematical prin-
ciples were applied in practice by craftsmen who de-
signed decorative patterns—evidence, that is, of a 
mathematical tradition few written traces of which have 
otherwise come down to us. 

The author(s) of the material in the Anonymous Com-
pendium were not completely unfamiliar with the way 
in which theoretically trained geometers were doing 
mathematics. In many of the diagrams, points are la-
beled using the letters of the Arabic alphabet in increas-
ing numerical value (alif=1, bāʾ=2, jīm=3, dāl=4, etc., 
hence the name abjad for this system of numbering). 
This labeling system was standard in Arabic translations 
of Euclid’s Elements and in works by theoretically trained 
medieval Islamic geometers. Indeed, the letters of the 
entire Arabic alphabet are presented in the abjad order 
on folio 196v. These numbers may have been written as 
a personal note on a blank folio, but, alternatively, their 
presence may indicate that the audience for which the 
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Anonymous Compendium was written was not wholly 
familiar with the abjad system. There are, however, 
slight differences between the Anonymous Compendium 
and the theoretically trained geometers’ standard meth-
od for labeling points in cases where the number of 
points exceeded the number of letters in the alphabet 
(see fig. 11 and the commentary below). 

Other differences can also be mentioned. The text in 
the Anonymous Compendium is terse, and sometimes 
unintelligible or defective; some of the diagrams are am-
biguous; and, in one case, a single figure is used for two 
mutually inconsistent diagrams (fig. 11 below). By con-
trast, medieval Islamic geometrical works in the tradi-
tion of Euclid’s Elements usually contain clear 
explanations. 

Moreover, the author(s) of the geometrical construc-
tions in the Anonymous Compendium often did not 
worry about issues that were important to theoretically 
trained geometers of the Islamic tradition in the tenth 
century and later. Many of the latter thought that all 
constructions should be made only by means that they 
considered legitimate, i.e., with an (unmarked) ruler, 
compass, and possibly conic sections. This restricted the 
range of possible constructions, as some—such as the 
trisection of an arbitrary arc, or the division of a circle in 
seven or nine equal arcs—could be made only by use of 
conic sections, and no legitimate solutions existed for 
problems such as the division of a circle into eleven 
equal arcs. In the Anonymous Compendium, by contrast, 
it is assumed, without any further explanation, that any 
arc can be trisected and that a circle can be divided into 
an arbitrary number of equal arcs. Works by theoreti-
cally trained medieval Islamic geometers rarely had ap-
proximate constructions, whereas the Anonymous 
Compendium contains many intricate ones. The quality 
of these approximations is often very good, and an ap-
proximate construction with an error of, say, one per-
cent may produce a vastly better result than a 
theoretically “exact” construction that is difficult to ex-
ecute with actual instruments. The Anonymous Compen-
dium therefore preserves evidence of a type of practical 
geometrical knowledge that was perhaps not sufficient-
ly appreciated by Abu’l-Wafaʾ and others trained in the 
theoretical geometry of the Greeks.

As for modern attempts to relate medieval Islamic 
patterns to mathematical concepts such as aperiodic 

tilings or group theory, it should be noted that the crafts-
men who appear to have designed the decorative pat-
terns were, with a only a few possible exceptions, not 
trained in the Euclidean deductive approach to mathe-
matics, and so were not used to theoretical mathemati-
cal concepts and arguments. More generally, reading 
modern mathematical concepts into medieval texts and 
buildings is problematic.6 Still, Islamic decorative pat-
terns can be useful tools for teaching modern mathe-
matics, even if no historical relationship between the 
two can be established.

The diagrams in the Anonymous Compendium do not 
represent a cross-section of the decorations on the re-
maining architectural monuments in Iran, and the dec-
orative applications of some of them are uncertain at 
best. For example, a number of diagrams in the manu-
script involve heptagons or heptagonal stars, which are 
found only infrequently in architectural remains in Iran, 
given the complexity of their design. Indeed, only one of 
the heptagonal diagrams in the Anonymous Compendi-
um has hitherto been found on a building, namely in the 
North Dome of the Friday Mosque in Isfahan (see figs. 
8–10 below). In one or two groups of diagrams to be dis-
cussed in Part VI, a connection between the work of the 
craftsmen and that of contemporaneous theoretically 
trained mathematicians can be demonstrated. One may 
well ask whether the Anonymous Compendium, although 
it contains material by craftsmen, piqued the interest of 
some theoretically trained geometers who were more 
open-minded than Abu’l-Wafaʾ, and whether this is the 
reason it was copied and has come down to us. No an-
swer can be given at this time because of the lack of writ-
ten (and published) original documents about the 
mathematical traditions of craftsmen. Thus it is difficult 
to put some of the material in the Anonymous Compen-
dium in its proper historical context. Libraries in Iran 
and other countries may well contain unexplored docu-
ments on the issue, but it may also be that parts of the 
tradition were transmitted orally and never put into 
writing.

In the following sections, the sixty-one patterns in the 
Anonymous Compendium will be classified into  seven 
groups on mathematical grounds: (1) cut-and-paste 
geometrical constructions; (2) preliminary geometrical 
constructions and one theorem; (3) geometrical con-
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structions using a single compass opening; (4) construc-
tions of rectangular patterns; (5) divisions of a square; 
(6) difficult patterns involving kites (Persian: turunj, a 
quadrilateral with two equal opposite angles and two 
pairs of equal sides arranged in such a way that the sides 
containing each of the equal angles are unequal); and 
(7) muqarnas. Each section begins with a list of all the 
patterns in that group, and a brief description of each 
pattern with references; this is followed by a detailed 
discussion of one or two examples that were selected for 
the light they shed on some characteristics of the Anony-
mous Compendium and/or the mathematical practices 
of its author(s). I have refrained from giving a full math-
ematical commentary on all the patterns, not only 
because of lack of space, but also because the mathe-
matical analysis of some of these patterns provides de-
lightful research projects for students. My survey should 
be read in conjunction with Gülru Necipoğlu’s survey in 
the present volume, which focuses on the cultural and 
art-historical aspects of the Anonymous Compendium in 
addition to analyzing its contents. It would also profit 
the reader to consult the drawings Alpay Özdural cre-
ated based on the Anonymous Compendium, all of which 
have been reproduced here as well (see plates).

In this chapter (as throughout the present volume), 
the original geometrical constructions are cited by folio 
and number, as in “fol. 180v [1]” for Construction 1. Thus, 
in the section in this volume titled “Translation, Tran-
scription, and Drawings,” the reader can quickly locate 
the Persian text and English translation, as well as the 
commentaries summarized by Necipoğlu, which are 
based on Özdural’s unpublished book manuscript. Us-
ing the further references provided in that section, the 
reader can find Özdural’s extensive discussions on the 
constructions in his unpublished manuscript, which the 
editors have decided to make available to interested 
readers (online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/9789004 
XXXXXX). In the endnotes, I have added systematic ref-
erences to the two previously published translations of 
the Anonymous Compendium, namely A.B. Vildanova’s 
Russian translation, which is appended to Mitkhat S. 
Bulatov’s Geometricheskaia garmonizatsiia v arkhitek-
ture Srednei Azii IX–XV vv. (references are to the figures 
in the translation), and the modern Persian adaptation 

by Sayyid Ali Riza Jazbi, handasa-i Īrānī: kitāb-i tijārat: 
Fī mā yaḥtāju ilayhi al-ʿummāl wa-al-ṣunnāʾ min al-
ashkāl al-handasiyya, yā, kārburd-i handasa dar ʿamal.7

I. CUT-AND-PASTE CONSTRUCTIONS

For each of these constructions the Anonymous Compen-
dium presents a diagram that consists of two or three 
figures, divided into the same set of pieces. The purpose 
is to show how each of the two or three figures can be 
put together from the pieces.

The following constructions consist of figures only, 
without accompanying text:

Fol. 181r [3]:8 an equilateral triangle and a hexagonal 
star, formed from six pieces.

Fol. 182v [10]:9 a square and an octagonal star, formed 
from eight pieces.

Fol. 186bis(r) [22]:10 a square and a regular octagon, 
formed from nine pieces.

Fol. 197r [58]:11 a regular heptagon, an isosceles tri-
angle, and a rectangle, formed from twenty pieces.

Fol. 197r [59]:12 a regular hexagon, an equilateral tri-
angle, and a rectangle, formed from ten pieces (this con-
struction will be discussed below).

Fol. 197r [60]:13 a regular octagon and an octagonal 
star, formed from twenty-four pieces.

The following constructions consist of a diagram to-
gether with instructions in the text:

Fol. 180r [1]:14 two small decagons are cut into three 
pieces each, and these pieces plus one pentagonal star 
are put together to form one larger decagon.

Fol. 181r [4]:15 the figure features a regular octagon cut 
into five pieces, which can be reassembled to form a 
square, as well as a geometrical construction. The text 
explains how to use this geometrical construction in or-
der to derive the side of the square from the regular oc-
tagon. 

Fol. 182r [8]:16 the figure displays a square cut into 
eight pieces and a hexagonal star assembled from the 
same eight pieces, as well as part of a geometrical con-
struction based on the regular hexagon. The text ex-
plains how the side of the square can be derived from 
the hexagonal star.

Fol. 182v [9]:17 a geometrical construction in which an 
arbitrary rectangle is cut into four pieces that are 
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 reassembled to form a perfect square. The construction 
is based on the same idea as Euclid’s Elements II:14, 
though it differs in the details.18

Fol. 183r [11]:19 how a regular hexagon can be cut into 
twelve pieces that can be reassembled to form an equi-
lateral triangle. Then, for an equilateral triangle, the text 
shows how the side of a regular hexagon with the same 
area can be found by an (approximate) geometrical con-
struction.

Our example will be fol. 197r [59], a construction 
without any accompanying text (figs. 1–3).
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Figures 1–3 feature a regular hexagon, an isosceles tri-
angle, and a rectangle, dissected into pieces from which 
all three figures can be composed. These figures have 
been derived from the manuscript with one difference: 
I have arbitrarily assumed the isosceles triangle to be 
equilateral, and have drawn the figures in a mathemati-
cally correct way. In the manuscript, the pieces are indi-
cated by numbers (transcribed in the figures) so that the 
correspondence between the pieces is clear. There is no 
text in the manuscript to explain the exact way in which 
the pieces have to be cut; the reader is left to work out 
the details for himself/herself. After this exercise, she or 
he will probably be convinced that the Anonymous Com-
pendium was meant to be studied under the guidance of 
a competent teacher who could supplement the visual 
information provided in the document.
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It should be noted that in the Anonymous Compendium 
the pieces I have reproduced in figures 1 and 2 are drawn 
in such a way that the piece numbered 1 is wider than 
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the piece numbered 2. This does not happen in my re-
constructed figure, but it may if the vertex angle of the 
isosceles triangle is less than 54º; figures 4 and 5 have 
been drawn for a vertex angle of (360/7)º. It is tempting 
to assume that the craftsmen had in mind the general 
dissection of an isosceles (rather than an equilateral) 
triangle, but because there is no accompanying text, one 
cannot be sure.

It is not necessary to assume that the fancy cut-and-
paste constructions in this section were actually used in 
practice. Just like European arithmetic teachers in later 
centuries, medieval Islamic craftsmen may have chal-
lenged one another with gamelike problems that sur-
passed the requirements of their routine work.

II. PRELIMINARy GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
AND ONE THEOREM

The Anonymous Compendium contains a few prelimi-
nary geometrical constructions and one theorem:

Fol. 181v [5]:20 finding the center of a circle from an 
arc of the circle. The construction is unlike that in Eu-
clid, Elements III:25.21

Fol. 181v [6]:22 the completion of a full circle from the 
arc of a circle. The construction is not based on con-
struction no. 5 and assumes that any arc of a circle can 
be trisected.

Fol. 182r [7]:23 the division of a triangle into four 
 pieces by means of three straight lines through the ver-
tices, such that the small triangle is similar to the origi-
nal triangle. The construction in the manuscript is only 
correct for an equilateral triangle.

Fol. 183v [12]24 contains the following theorem: for 
every triangle inscribed in a circle, the ratio of the angles 
is equal to the ratio of the arcs of the circumscribed 
circle subtended by the sides of the triangle. This theo-
rem is stated without proof, and is illustrated by a tri-
angle whose angles are in the proportion 1:2:4 (related 
to a regular heptagon). The theorem is a preliminary to 
the following construction, i.e., no. 13.

Fol. 184r [13]:25 the construction of a triangle whose 
angles are in a given ratio (of whole numbers). The con-
struction is illustrated by the ratios 1:2:6 (related to a 
regular nonagon) and 3:4:5. It is assumed that the 

 circumference of the circle can be divided into any 
whole number of equal arcs. An accompanying table 
lists all seven triangles whose angles are integer multi-
ples of one-ninth of a right angle (in modern terms, mul-
tiples of 20º). The text also explains how to construct a 
triangle with one given side whose angles are in a given 
ratio of whole numbers.

Fol. 186r [20]:26 the construction of a regular penta-
gon with a given side (discussed below).

Fol. 192r [38]:27 the construction of a circle through 
three given points (only a figure, without further expla-
nation). The center is found as the point of intersection 
of the perpendicular bisectors of two of the line seg-
ments joining the three given points.

As our example we will discuss the construction of a 
regular pentagon with a given side in fol. 186r [20]: see 
figure 6, to which the words “side,” “altitude,” and “chord” 
were added in the Persian manuscript.

Fig. 6. 

The construction is not indicated but must be inferred 
from figure 6 alone. In the following explanation, as-
sume that the horizontal segment has length 1. First we 
construct the right-angled triangle in the figure, such 
that the sides containing the right angle are ½ (horizon-
tal side) and 1 (vertical side). Then the hypotenuse will 
have length ½√5. Now construct the isosceles triangle 
in the figure with (horizontal) base of length 1 and sides 
of length ½ + ½√5, that is, the sum of two sides of the 
right-angled triangle that was constructed before. We 
now will have found three vertices of the regular penta-
gon. The two others can be found by constructing two 
more isosceles triangles whose sides have length 1.
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III. GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS USING  
A SINGLE COMPASS OPENING

This category consists of constructions using a single 
compass opening. Such constructions eliminate errors 
that are caused by successive adjustments of the instru-
ment. The following constructions are all approximate 
but the errors are small and often negligible in practice. 
Several scholars have proposed that these constructions 
were meant to serve as templates for triangles corre-
sponding to different set squares.28

Fol. 184v [14]:29 The purpose of this construction is, in 
modern terms, to find an angle that is 1/5 times two right 
angles (i.e., 36º), with a fixed compass opening (dis-
cussed below).

Fol. 186r [19]:30 construction of an equilateral and 
equiangular pentagon with a [fixed compass] opening 
[equal] to the altitude.

Fol. 186v and 186bis(r) [21]:31 another construction of 
a regular pentagon, with a compass opening equal to the 
altitude of the pentagon.

Fol. 186bis(v) [23]:32 construction of an equilateral 
and equiangular pentagon with a [fixed compass] open-
ing equal to the side.

Fol. 186bis(v) [24]: 33 a pentagonal star is inscribed in 
a semicircle. No instructions are given in the text, but 
the figure is titled, perhaps incorrectly, “on the construc-
tion of an equilateral and equiangular pentagon, with 
compass opening [equal to] the side.”  

Fol. 187r [25]: 34 the construction of a pentagon with 
a [fixed compass] opening equal to the chord. Near the 
figure is written “by Abu Bakr al-Khalil al-Tajir.”

The construction fol. 184v [14] will serve as an exam-
ple (fig. 7). Here points are labeled with letters 35 that 
have been transcribed in the figure. The Anonymous 
Compendium also explains the construction, which is as 
follows:

A

H
ED

B

15

6
4

15
99

5

21

21
Z

G

6

Fig. 7. 

First draw a semicircle with center B and diameter ABG. 
The compass opening will always be equal to r, the ra-
dius of this circle. Draw an arc with center A, which will 
pass through B and meet the semicircle at point E. Find 
point D as the point of intersection of the semicircle and 
the circular arc with center G and radius r, and draw GD. 
Draw line AD and let Z be the point of intersection with 
arc EB. Draw line GZ to meet the circle at h. Draw line 
Ah. Then ∠DGZ and ∠hAZ are the required angles. The 
text in the Anonymous Compendium does not inform the 
reader that we also obtain Dh, the side of the regular 
pentagon inscribed in the semicircle, and that the con-
struction is a good approximation but not exact.36 Abu’l-
Wafaʾ explains an exact construction of the regular 
pentagon by a single compass opening equal to the ra-
dius of the pentagon.37 Abu’l-Wafaʾ’s exact construction 
is complicated, so the easier approximation may well 
have given better results in practice.

The text states the purpose of this diagram as the con-
struction of “set square (i.e., gūnyā) [number] 5 with a 
compass opening equal to the radius [of the circum-
scribing semicircle] from set square [number] 6.” A 
“gūnyā n” is a right-angled triangle, with one angle equal 
to the n-th part of two right angles, that is, in modern 
terms, (180/n)º. Triangle ADG is gūnyā-6, and the two 
triangles AZh and GZD are gūnyā-5. The term gūnyā may 
ultimately be of Greek origin, from the word gonia, 
meaning angle, as defined in Definition 8 of Book I of 
Euclid’s Elements.38

In the figure, the magnitude of the angles is indicated 
by numbers that have been transcribed in figure 7, 
where an angle of “1” would correspond in modern terms 
to 6º. The author(s) of the Anonymous Compendium 
were probably unfamiliar with the modern concept of 
“degrees” to measure angles (such that a right angle is 
90º). Degrees with their sexagesimal subdivisions were 
introduced in late Babylonian astronomy to measure 
arcs of the ecliptic and are not found in Euclid's Ele-
ments. In later Greek and Islamic astronomy, degrees 
were used for measuring arcs on a sphere and on a circle, 
but not often for measuring angles.
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IV. CONSTRUCTIONS OF RECTANGULAR PATTERNS 
TO BE USED IN DECORATIVE TILINGS

In this category, the constructions consist of a basic rect-
angle filled with a decorative pattern. In some cases, the 
whole plane can be tiled with the pattern by translating 
and mirroring the basic rectangle. In others, the decora-
tive applications are less obvious. In most of the con-
structions, only one side of the basic rectangle is given; 
the other sides are determined in the construction pro-
cess and usually the length and width have an irrational 
ratio.

Ten constructions in the manuscript belong to this 
category, the first seven of which have textual instruc-
tions. 

Fol. 190v [35]:39 a pattern containing a regular hepta-
gon, and parts of a hexagonal and octagonal star. 

Fol. 192r [37]:40 another pattern containing a regular 
heptagon (discussed below).

Fol. 192v [42]:41 a pattern containing two kites, as in 
figure 12 below, subdivided into three pieces, but with 
two equal angles of 75º rather than 90º.

Fol. 193r [43]:42 a nice pattern with hexagonal sym-
metry; the pattern can be extended to tile the plane in a 
beautiful way with hexagonal figures.

Fol. 193v [44]:43 a pattern with pentagonal stars and 
equilateral, but non-equiangular, pentagons in between. 

Fol. 195v [54]:44 a pattern to tile the plane with large 
dodecagonal and decagonal stars, with small pentagonal 
stars in between.

Fol. 196v [57]:45 a division of a rectangle whose length 
and width are expressed as “three perpendiculars [i.e., 
altitudes] plus one and a half sides” and “4 and a half 
sides minus one perpendicular [altitude].” By “side” and 
“perpendicular [altitude]” the text means the hypote-
nuse and the intermediate side of a right-angled triangle 
with angles of 30º, 60º, and 90º, that is, a “set square 6” 
triangle. In modern terms the length and width of the 
basic rectangle are in the ratio (3√3+3) : (9-√3) = 1.127.…

The last three constructions in this category lack 
texts:

Fol. 189r [32]46 displays a rectangle whose sides are 
specified as “two parts” and “square root of 5,” divided 
into eight pieces. Six pieces form two large subdivided 

kites as in figure 12 below, plus two smaller kites, similar 
to the larger ones. The pattern resembles the “variant 
pattern” in Part VI below, but can be constructed by 
ruler and compass, by dividing a line segment in ex-
treme and mean ratio, as in Euclid's Elements II:11.47

Fol. 196r [56]:48 a figure only, without text, displaying 
a pattern for tiling the plane with dodecagonal stars and 
somewhat smaller decagonal stars, but without pen-
tagonal stars.

Finally, fol. 199r [61]:49 an intricate division of a rect-
angle, filled with small pentagonal stars, intermediate 
figures, and parts of decagonal stars; copying the rect-
angles and their mirror image produces a beautiful tiling 
of the plane. This is the last pattern in the Anonymous 
Compendium; it is separated from the rest of the com-
pendium by several blank pages in the manuscript. The 
points are not labeled with letters and there is no ac-
companying text explaining the construction of the pat-
tern.

My example is fol. 192r [37], the resulting pattern for 
which is found in the North Dome of the Friday Mosque 
in Isfahan and can be related to girih (from Persian, 
meaning knot) tiles, as will be discussed below.50 Figure 
8 is a transcription of the construction in the manu-
script, which has points labeled with letters. It also has 
some broken lines that are used in the construction but 
do not form part of the final decorative pattern.

The procedure is as follows. The length AB is assumed 
and at points A and B two perpendiculars, AF and BC, of 
unspecified length, are drawn. The text prescribes that 
line AG should be drawn such that angle ∠BAG is equal 
to “three-sevenths of the right angle.” In the figure in the 
manuscript, AG is drawn as a broken line, apparently 
indicating that it is part of an auxiliary construction but 
does not belong to the final pattern. Broken lines do not 
often occur in works by medieval Islamic geometers 
trained in the style of Euclid’s Elements. The designers 
do not give further details about the construction of line 
AG, and were not worried by the fact that an angle of (in 
modern terms) (3 × 90)/7º cannot be constructed by 
ruler and compass. Then point E is chosen on BG such 
that BE = AG/2, and the broken line EZ is drawn parallel 
to AG. According to the text, point l should be con-
structed on EZ in such a way that if lk is  drawn parallel 
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to EB to meet AB at k, we have lk = El/2. Point k is 
found through the following auxiliary construction: 
through an arbitrary point t on EZ draw a line parallel 
to BE, and choose I on this parallel such that tI = tE/2 
as in the figure, and draw EI, which will intersect AB at 
the required point k. Again, some of the lines appear as 
broken lines in the figure in the manuscript, as well as 
in figure 8.

Then a circular arc is drawn with center Z and radius 
Zk to meet EZ at M, and point N is chosen on the arc 
such that MN = kM. Note that point N is the mirror im-
age of k in line ZE. Finally, lN is extended to meet the 
horizontal side of the rectangle through A at point S. The 
text says that S is “the center of the heptagon” and la-
conically concludes: “the construction should be easy, 
God, may He be exalted, willing.”

B
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Fig. 8. 

Then a few alternative methods are presented in the 
manuscript to find point S. If point O is on BE, which is 
extended such that El = EO, then point O is also the cen-
ter of a heptagon and OS is parallel to AG. The text does 
not give more information.

To analyze this pattern I use the notation R for a right 
angle, and α = 2R/7; in this notation ∠EZB = ∠GAB = 3α/2. 
In the pattern, rectangle ABCF is divided by line SO into 
two congruent trapezia, and each trapezium is divided 
(in the way of ABOS) into three quadrangles: BklE (an-
gles R, R, 5α, 2α), AklS (angles R, R, 4α, 3α), and OElS 
(angles 2α, 5α, 5α, 2α). Note that OE = El = lS = 2lk. To 
complete the pattern, we note that N is the midpoint of 
lS, and we use point k, point N, and the midpoints of 
segments lE and EO. Points S and O are centers of regu-
lar heptagons, and the other lines in the pattern can be 

defined on the basis of arguments of symmetry, but the 
manuscript does not give any details, nor does it men-
tion that the ratio between the length and width of the 
rectangle is (2 + cos 2α + cos 3α)/(sin 2α + sin 3α) = 
1.62003 …, although it would be useful to know this num-
ber if one wanted to draw copies of the rectangle. 

Bulatov observed that copies of the rectangle and of 
its mirror image produce a nice tiling of the plane, as 
shown by the thick continuous lines in figure 9.51 As 
mentioned above, this tiling appears in the North Dome 
in the Friday Mosque in Isfahan; figure 10 shows two 
rectangles together with two mirror images superim-
posed on the pattern in that mosque. 

Using figure 9, we can relate the pattern to a proce-
dure in which a decorative pattern is based on a set of 
auxiliary figures called “girih tiles” (mentioned above). 
The actual pattern was drawn through the midpoints of 
these girih tiles. The auxiliary figures themselves could 
then be erased. We note that the thin lines in figure 9 do 
not show up in the final pattern in the Friday Mosque in 
figure 10. Thus, the thin lines in figure 9 define a set of 
two hexagonal girih tiles (with angles 5α, 5α, 4α, 5α, 5α, 
4α and 6α, 4α, 4α, 6α, 4α, 4α) on which the actual pattern 
in figure 10 is based. One complete girih tile is visible in 
figure 8 as the trapezium OElS together with its mirror 
image in OS.

In conclusion, the concise and laconic instructions in 
the text are insufficient to explain the design and ap-
plication of the pattern. The Anonymous Compendium 
was clearly part of an oral tradition of instruction.

Fig. 9. 
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V. DIVISIONS OF SQUARES 

Many constructions in the manuscript start from a 
square that is then divided into parts. These construc-
tions will be listed here in subcategories according to the 
probable purposes for which these divisions were de-
signed. Some of these constructions are of considerable 
mathematical difficulty and will be deferred to the next 
section, which describes kite patterns.

a. Fol. 180v [2]52 features a big square divided into 97 
pieces, which can be reassembled into 2 decagons, 2 no-
nagons, 2 octagons, and 2 small squares. Rather than 
showing how to assemble the two decagons, nonagons, 
or octagons, the text explains how to assemble a decag-
onal, nonagonal, or octagonal star. The construction was 
probably designed in order to show how a square (for 
example, a colored square tile) could be cut up and reas-
sembled to form other figures.

b. The following two patterns were drawn in a square 
that could then be repeated to produce a tiling for a 
larger area. 

Fol. 194r [45]:53 an octagonal star is constructed in the 
interior of a square, and parts of hexagonal stars are 
drawn in such a way that the centers of these stars are 
the vertices of the square. Using copies of this square 
diagram, the plane can be tiled with hexagonal and oc-
tagonal stars, as well as intermediate figures.

Fol. 194v [48]:54 inside a square the halves of four hep-
tagonal stars and intermediate figures are constructed. 
The explanation is laconic, and the diagram shows that 
the construction is inexact, in the sense that one of the 
angles of every heptagonal star protrudes beyond the 
square.

c. Divisions of a single square that may have been 
used as an independent decorative element and also to 
tile a larger area.

Fol. 188v [30]:55 division of a large square into a border 
area and a concentric intermediate square, which is in 
turn subdivided into four kites, four non-convex hexa-
gons, and a small square in the middle. The division is 
drawn in such a way that many line segments and dis-
tances are equal (see the explanation below).

Fol. 189r [31]:56 another division of a larger square in 
a way somewhat similar to fol. 188v [30]. In fol. 189r [31] 
many of the angles should be, in modern terms, 60º and 
120º (see the explanation below).

Fol. 192v [41]:57 another division of a big square, some-
what similar to fol. 188v [30] and fol. 189r [31], with an 
intermediate square, four kites, and four quadrilaterals, 
but without a small square in the middle.

Fol. 196r [55]:58 decorative division of a square by 
means of lines that are parallel to the sides and diago-
nals of the square. The text presents what is probably an 
approximate construction.

d. Eight divisions of a square are drawn with either no 
accompanying text or so little that it is not clear what 
exactly was intended by the diagrams. In many cases, 
Bulatov has a reconstruction (for references, see the 
endnotes below).

Fol. 188r [29]:59 a complicated division of a square. 
The diagram also reveals some intermediate steps in the 
construction by means of two dotted lines and two dot-
ted semicircles, but the precise position of many of the 
points and lines is unclear.

Fol. 192v [39]:60 a division of a square into 17 pieces, 
including two kites, as subdivided in figure 12, without 
text.

Fig. 10. 
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Fol. 192v [40]:61 a division of a square into 16 pieces, 
including four subdivided kites, as in figure 12, without 
text. 

The following five divisions of a square are found on 
the same page of the manuscript: fol. 195r [49],62 fol. 195r 
[50],63 fol. 195r [51],64 fol. 195r [52] (a construction with-
out text),65 and fol. 195r [53].66

Our examples will be fol. 188v [30] and fol. 189r [31], 
which are illustrated by the same figure in the manu-
script (i.e., fol. 188v [30], fig. 11), although the patterns are 
mathematically different. Figure 11 includes transcrip-
tions of all the letters that are used to label points in the 
figure in the manuscript. We note that the letters F and 
O are used as labels for more than one point, in contrast 
to the procedures of theoretically trained mathemati-
cians, who, if there were more points than could be ac-
commodated by the letters of the alphabet (the abjad 
system), used two-letter combinations beginning with 
the letter lām, such as lām-alif, lām-bāʾ, etc., to designate 
the extra points.

In fol. 188v [30], the large square with the broken lines 
as sides is given. One has to construct a concentric in-
termediate square kIMl, and divide it by combinations 
of line segments FCqRJ, XhtJ, etc., in such a way that the 
intermediate square is divided into four kites, that is to 
say, a quadrilateral with two pairs of equal sides and two 
equal angles, which are right angles in this case; a small 
square in the middle (with side RJ) and four non-convex 
hexagons RJthk, etc. The lines Xht, FCq, etc., should be 
perpendicular to the sides khl, kCI, etc., of the interme-
diate square. All of this should be done in such a way 
that FC = Cq = qR = RJ = Jt = th = hX. In other words, the 
thickness of the “band” between the big and the inter-
mediate square (CF = Xh) should be equal to the side of 
the small square (JR) and also equal to the short sides 
(qR, Cq, etc.) of the kites.

The text presents the solution as follows: the sides of 
the intermediate square (kl) and of the big square (OF) 
should be “two units plus the square root of 5” and “four 
units plus the square root of 5,” so if one of them is 
known, the other can be found. It is also specified that 
line qt (broken line in the figure) should be “the square 
root of 5.” The text assumes (but does not specify) that 
FC = Cq = qR = RJ = Jt = th = Xh are equal to 1. Then tri-
angle Jtq is a right-angled triangle with sides Jt = 1 and 
qJ = 2, so the hypotenuse qt is √5 by the Pythagorean 
theorem. The triangle should be drawn in such a way 

that its hypotenuse qt is parallel to the side kI of the 
intermediate square.
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Fig. 11. 

The same figure 11 is then used in the manuscript for the 
pattern textually described in fol. 189r [31]. Through 
points A and G we draw bisectors AB, GD, and a parallel 
BD. Line AB is called a “line of four,” meaning that one 
of the angles with the sides of the square is 1/4 times two 
right angles. Then the text constructs an equilateral tri-
angle BZE such that the base BZ is part of segment BD 
and point E is on AG. One then constructs h such that 
Eh is equal to the side of the equilateral triangle (so BEh 
is another equilateral triangle [fig. 11 is not drawn to 
scale]). Then the text constructs t on BZ, extended such 
that tZ = hZ. Line At is joined to intersect GD at point 
I, and line Ik is drawn parallel to AG to meet AB in k. 
Then Ik is taken as the side of an intermediate square. 
Finally, the text constructs in the intermediate square 
IklM four “kites 6” (Persian: turunj-6). Apparently, a 
“kite 6” is a combination of two congruent gūnyā-6 tri-
angles, which produce a kite with angles of 60º, 90º, 90º, 
and 120º. The text does not say how to find these kites: 
this can be done by dividing the sides of the intermedi-
ate square in the ratio 1:√3. Apparently the lines FO, qt, 
etc., are no longer needed.

The manuscript uses the same figure for two different 
patterns only in the case of fol. 188v [30] and fol. 189r 
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[31]. One wonders whether these two constructions and 
the figure originated from a different source than the 
rest of the Anonymous Compendium.

VI. DIFFICULT KITES AND THEIR PATTERNS

The two mathematically most interesting patterns in the 
manuscript are related to two special kites (turunj). See 
ABCD in figure 12, where AD = AB, CD = CB, angles D and 
B are equal, and AB ≠ BC; almost always, angles B and D 
are right angles. 

A

B

D C

X

Z

Y

Fig. 12. 

In Isfahan, one often sees decorations such as the pat-
tern in the Hakim Mosque (fig. 13), where a big square is 
divided into four congruent kites and a small square; 
such an ornament is called a “four kite” (Persian: chahār-
turunj).67 The small squares and the four kites are some-
times inscribed with calligraphy. The size of the square 
in the middle of the chahār-turunj depends on the shape 
of the kite, which in turn is completely determined by 
its smallest angle.

Fig. 13. 

In some of the diagrams in the manuscript, the kites 
are subdivided into three quadrilateral pieces as in fig-
ure 12 by choosing points y and Z on the longer sides BC 
and DC and point X on the diagonal AC in such a way 
that By = BA = DA = DZ and AX = Xy = XZ. The division 
is indicated by dotted lines in figure 12 but will mostly 
be omitted in the following figures to minimize the clut-
ter. Kites subdivided as in figure 12 occur in fol. 189r [32], 
fol. 192v [39], fol. 192v [40], and fol. 192v [42], which have 
been mentioned in the previous sections.

Two special types of kites in the Anonymous Compen-
dium are more difficult than the others because they 
cannot be constructed by ruler and compass in the man-
ner of Euclid’s Elements. Mathematically, the construc-
tion of these two types of kites is equivalent to the 
solution of a cubic equation, as we will see below. The 
two special kites occur in patterns that I call the “twelve 
kite-pattern” and the “variant pattern” (my terminolo-
gy). The twelve-kite pattern was also studied by the fa-
mous mathematicians Ibn al-Haytham (965–ca. 1040) 
and ʿ Umar Khayyam (1048–1131).68 Before explaining the 
patterns in detail I will list the relevant constructions in 
the Anonymous Compendium:

a. twelve-kite pattern

Fol. 188r [28]:69 three approximate constructions of the 
twelve-kite pattern, called “circular,” “linear,” and “an-
other type.” It turns out that the three are not equivalent 
and that the “linear” one is the best; the error in the angle 
is only a few minutes (if angles are measured in degrees); 
the others have errors in the order of half a degree.

Fol. 189v [33]:70 another approximate construction of 
the twelve-kite pattern, mathematically equivalent to 
the “linear” construction in fol. 188r [28].

Fols. 191r–191v [36]:71 a trial-and-error “construction” 
of the twelve-kite pattern by means of a T-shaped instru-
ment, which may have been the invention of someone 
called “Kātib.”72 The diagram does not display the com-
plete twelve-kite pattern but only the part correspond-
ing to the intermediate square EFGh in figure 14 below, 
which is not found in the manuscript. The manuscript 
also tells us that the pattern can only be found by means 
of conic sections, and that finding the pattern is equiva-
lent to the construction of a right-angled triangle, such 
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that the length of the shortest side plus the length of the 
perpendicular drawn on the hypotenuse are equal to the 
length of the hypotenuse itself (see below). According 
to the manuscript, Ibn al-Haytham wrote a treatise on 
this triangle in which he constructed it by means of two 
conic sections, namely, a parabola and hyperbola. His 
treatise and construction are now lost. The second part 
of the construction is a description of the T-shaped in-
strument, which is compared to the alidade of the “boat” 
astrolabe (usṭurlāb-i zawraqī). 73

b. Variant pattern

The variant pattern occurs in the following five con-
structions:

Fol. 185r [16]:74 a construction by trial and error of a 
certain right-angled triangle, which can be used to con-
struct the variant pattern. The triangle is defined below, 
at the end of this section. The construction is executed 
by means of a moving ruler and a compass.

Fol. 185v [18]:75 an approximate construction of the 
variant kite pattern. It has an error of approximately a 
quarter of a degree.

Fol. 187v [26]:76 an approximate construction of the 
variant pattern, based on a regular octagon. In the mid-
dle of the page is an annotation stating that the ratio 
between the length and the width of the pattern is 7:6; 
this is another good approximation. Then the construc-
tion based on the octagon is described again in general 
terms.

Fol. 187v [27]:77 This seems to be an approximate con-
struction of the variant kite pattern, which is based on 
the same idea as the approximate construction of fol. 
187v [26], but the two constructions differ in some de-
tails. The diagram is labeled with letters but there is no 
corresponding text in the manuscript. The text of fol. 
187v [27] begins with another very easy approximation, 
to the effect that the angles in triangle ABk in figure 17 
below are in the ratio 4:5:9. The error in this approxima-
tion of angles A and B is approximately half a degree.

Fol. 190r [34]:78 another construction by trial and er-
ror of the variant kite pattern, using a T-shaped ruler.

It is likely that the following construction relates to 
the variant pattern:

Fol. 185v [17]:79 a figure with a right-angled triangle in 
which, according to the text, a kite has to be inscribed. 
It is stated that “[o]btaining a triangle of this sort is dif-
ficult. It falls outside Euclid’s Elements and concerns the 
science of conics. The construction is achieved by the 
motion of a ruler, if the magnitude of the perpendicular 
is assumed.” Bulatov does not translate the text but his 
interpretation of the figure is plausible. In Bulatov’s in-
terpretation (followed by Özdural), the ratio of the hy-
potenuse of the triangle to its intermediate side is 3:2. It 
follows that the angles of the triangle differ only a little 
more than one degree from the corresponding ones in 
the variant pattern. The placement of this construction 
on fol. 185v between nos. 16 and 18 suggests a relation-
ship to the variant kite, although the altitude of the 
right-angled triangle (drawn as a broken line in the man-
uscript) only occurs in the triangle related to the twelve-
kite pattern, which triangle was constructed by Ibn 
al-Haytham and ʿ Umar Khayyam by means of conic sec-
tions.  

We now turn to the details. The pattern that I call the 
“twelve-kite pattern” consists of a big square with a 
small, rotated square in the middle, surrounded by a 
number of kites. A precise description now follows.
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Fig. 14. 
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In figure 14 we consider a (large) square ABCD and 
choose a point E on side AB such that AE > EB. We also 
choose points F, G, and h on the three other sides of 
the square such that AE = BF = CG = Dh, so also EB = 
FC = GD = hA. Then figure EFGh will also be an (inter-
mediate) square. Let points J, k, l, and M be the mirror 
images of points A, B, C, and D in sides hE, EF, FG, and 
Gh. Then figures AhJE, BEkF, CFlG, and DGMh are four 
(big) kites and JklM is a (small) square. Draw perpen-
dicular kPq to hE to meet hE at P and AE at q, and 
draw perpendicular lSR to EF to meet EF at S and BF  
at R.

In the general case, Jk and kP need not be equal but 
there is one particular choice of point E for which Jk = 
kP. Since also hk = hk and the two angles J and P are 
right angles, the two triangles Jkh and Pkh are congru-
ent; so Jh = hP and JkPh is also a (small) kite. Similarly, 
AqPh must also be a kite because it is the mirror image 
of JkPh in side hE. In the same way, it can be shown 
that there are six more (small) kites klSE, BRSE, etc.; 
hence there is a total of twelve kites in the big square. 
Therefore I call the resulting pattern the “twelve-kite  
pattern.”

How should point E be chosen so as to produce this 
nice arrangement? This question can be resolved if we 
know the ratio AE : EB; since Ah = EB, the ratio deter-
mines (and is determined by) the shape of the right tri-
angle hAE. For the next argument we draw two dotted 
lines in figure 14: diagonal AtJ, which is perpendicular 
to hE, and perpendicular ku onto EF.

We now concentrate on this triangle hAE and note 
that segment At is the altitude of this triangle. By sym-
metry, At = ku = PE and also Ah = Ph in the kite AqPh; 
so At + Ah = PE + Ph = Eh. Thus triangle AEh is a right-
angled triangle such that the shortest side (Ah) plus the 
altitude (At) is equal to the hypotenuse (Eh). On fol. 
191r–191v [36], we learn that Ibn al-Haytham wrote a 
treatise in which he constructed this triangle by means 
of a parabola and a hyperbola. ʿUmar Khayyam knew 
that constructing the triangle is equivalent to solving a 
cubic equation.80 

The manuscript contains the following intriguing ap-
proximate construction of the twelve-kite pattern in fol. 
189v [33].
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Fig. 15. 

On vertex A of the big square we construct a little square 
of arbitrary size, with diagonal AD. Find point G on one 
of the sides through point A of the big square such that 
AG = 2AD; draw GD and extend it to meet the other side 
Ak at point E. Then find point h on AE extended such 
that Eh = 2AG and draw Gh. Through vertex k draw kl 
parallel to Gh. Point L is one of the vertices of the inter-
mediate square. Now the rest of the pattern can easily 
be found. The construction is approximate but the error 
is slight; if side Ak is one meter, the error in the position 
of L is only a few millimeters.81

In order to introduce the “variant pattern,” we recon-
sider a kite from the standard pattern: figure 16 displays 
a right-angled triangle such that the altitude (not drawn 
in figure 16) plus the shorter side Bk is equal to the hy-
potenuse AB. If we add the dotted lines of the “decora-
tive” division of the smaller kite as in figure 12 above, we 
have DG = GE = Ek = kl; it is also possible to show that 
AE, Bk, and BG are equal.82
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By playing with figure 16, the designers may have con-
sidered the variant triangle of figure 17. There, we have 
BG = Bk ≠ AE, but BD = AG. In this way, two triangles 
with congruent kites BGEk and ADPq can be placed in 
a rectangle BkAq; the result is what I call the variant 
pattern. The construction of this pattern is also equiva-
lent to a cubic equation.83 Again, this kite cannot be 
constructed by ruler and compass.
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The text in fol. 185v [17] suggests that at least some schol-
ars in the medieval Islamic tradition knew that an exact 
construction of the variant pattern is possible by means 
of conic sections but not by means of a ruler and a com-
pass. It seems to me that the pattern was discovered as 
a variant of the twelve-kite pattern, in the way suggested 
above. Another indication is the fact that just like the 
twelve-kite pattern, the “variant pattern” was related to 

the problem of constructing a right-angled triangle, 
which is mentioned in fol. 185r [16]. In this case, the tri-
angle is less natural and more complicated; the text in 
fol. 185r [16] is corrupted, but it should have been “a 
right-angled triangle in which the ratio of the difference 
between the shortest side and the hypotenuse to the dif-
ference between the [former] difference and the short-
est side [is the same as the ratio of the intermediate side 
to the shortest side].” In figure 17 this property corre-
sponds to AG : GE = Ak : kB; we note that AG = AB - BG 
= AB – Bk and GE = kl = Bk – Bl = Bk – AG. Although 
the “variant pattern” may never have received the same 
mathematical prestige as the “twelve-kite pattern,” the 
craftsman or craftsmen who were the author(s) of the 
Anonymous Compendium nevertheless came up with a 
number of intriguing approximate constructions.

VII. MuqARNAS

Three diagrams in the manuscript, fol. 184v [15],84 fol. 
194r [46],85 and fol. 194r [47],86 are in all probability 
horizontal projections of decorative stalactite-like con-
struction in Islamic vaults, i.e., a muqarnas. These sim-
ple diagrams are furnished with numbers but not 
accom panied by instructions in the text. The numbers 
refer to the successive altitudes of layers of the muqarnas- 
structure.87

CONCLUSION

For a historian of mathematics, the Anonymous Compen-
dium is interesting because it is different from the stan-
dard literature on mathematics in the medieval Islamic 
tradition. The constructions of the Anonymous Compen-
dium are witness to types of mathematical expertise and 
training few traces of which have come down to us thus 
far. The material in the Anonymous Compendium is het-
erogeneous and in rather random order, and may well 
date back to different authors who may have lived cen-
turies apart. Because the Anonymous Compendium is 
one of a kind it is difficult to draw general conclusions 
about it. It may well be that more manuscripts of the 
same type existed in the Middle Ages, but were used up 
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until they were worn out and discarded. Nevertheless, 
some more manuscripts of this type may well have sur-
vived the ravages of time in Iran and neighboring coun-
tries and await discovery by scholars. If such manuscripts 
are found, we will be able to say more with certainty 
about the contents and context of the mathematical ma-
terial in the Anonymous Compendium.

Department of Mathematics
university of utrecht
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Author’s note: I wish to thank Karen A. Leal, managing editor of 
Muqarnas, for her very careful editing of this paper.
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Intersection of the Visual Arts and Mathematical Sciences”) 
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Brentjes 1994, 55–56.
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Wafaʾ al-Buzjani’s book are found in Kheirandish’s chapter 
in this volume. See also Necipoğlu’s chapter for a discussion 
of Abu’l-Wafaʾ ’s Geometrical Constructions in relation to the 
Anonymous Compendium’s contents. 

5. These discussions were published in Özdural 2000, 171–201.
6. On this issue, see Cromwell 2015: http://link.springer.com/

article/10.1007/s00283-015-9538-9.
7. See Bulatov 1988, which contains an abbreviated Russian 

translation of the Anonymous Compendium by A. B. Vilda-
nova; and Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 

appendix 1, pp. 73–95. On some of the problems with the 
latter work, see Kheirandish’s chapter in the present vol-
ume.

8. Bulatov 1988, 318, fig. 8; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 74, fig. between no. 2 and no. 3.

9. Bulatov 1988, 319, fig. 13; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 76, no. 10.

10. Bulatov 1988, 323, fig. 25; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 80, no. 24.

11. Bulatov 1988, 339, fig. 60, where the isosceles triangle is 
omitted; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 
92, no. 63.

12. Bulatov 1988, 339, fig. 58; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 93, no. 64.

13. Bulatov 1988, 339, fig. 59; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 92, no. 62.

14. Bulatov 1988, 316, fig. 1; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 73, no. 1. The construction is mentioned 
in Chorbachi 1989b, 751–89, at 774. See also Özdural 2000, 
171–201, esp. 187–90.

15. Bulatov 1988, 317, fig. 7; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 74, no. 3.

16. Bulatov 1988, 319, fig. 11ab; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 75, no. 8.

17. Bulatov 1988, 319, fig. 12; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 76, no. 9. See also Özdural 2000, 185–86.

18. See Heath 1956, vol. 1, p. 205; and Özdural 2000, 185–86.
19. Bulatov 1988, 320, fig. 14; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 76–77, nos. 11–12.
20. Bulatov 1988, 318, fig. 9ab; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 74, nos. 4–5.
21. Heath 1956, vol. 2, 54–56.
22. Bulatov 1988, 318, fig. 9cd; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 75, no. 6.
23. Bulatov 1988, 319, fig. 10; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 75, no. 7.
24. Bulatov 1988, 320, fig. 15; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 77, no. 13.
25. Bulatov 1988, 321, fig. 16; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 77–78, nos. 14–17. See Necipoğlu’s chapter 
in the present volume for the relationship to a work by Ibn 
al-Haytham on the regular heptagon.

26. This construction, which consists of a figure only, is omitted 
in Bulatov 1988, and also in Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī.

27. Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 87, no. 44. 
The construction is omitted in Bulatov 1988.

28. See Chorbachi 1989a; see also Bulatov 1988, 322–23, and 
Özdural’s drawing in pl. 14.1 in the present volume. 

29. Bulatov 1988, 321, fig. 17; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 78, no. 18.

30. Bulatov 1988, 321, fig. 21; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 79, no. 21.

31. Bulatov 1988, 323, fig. 24; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 80, nos. 22–23.

32. Bulatov 1988, 322, fig. 22; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
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33. Bulatov 1988, 323, fig. 23; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 81, at the end of no. 25.

34. Bulatov 1988, 324, fig. 26; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 81, no. 26. On Abū Bakr [b.] al-Khalīl al-Tājir 
al-Raṣadī, see the extensive discussions in Necipoğlu’s 
chapter as well as in Kheirandish’s chapter.
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supplied following Bulatov 1988, 321, fig. 17; Abū’l-Wafāʾ 
al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 78, no. 18; and Özdural, 
on the basis of the information in the text.
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23.8º. Because ∠DGP = 60º, ∠ZAh = ∠ZGD ≈ 36.2º.

37. Suter 1922, 102–4, and Woepcke 1855, 328.
38. Heath 1956, vol. 1, p. 176.
39. Bulatov 1988, 327, fig. 35; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 85, nos. 38–39.
40. Bulatov 1988, 329, figs. 38–39; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–

91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 86–87, nos. 41–43.
41. Bulatov 1988, 330, fig. 41; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 88, no. 47.
42. Bulatov 1988, 332, figs. 42–44; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–

91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 88, no. 48.
43. Bulatov 1988, 332, fig. 45; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 88-89, nos. 49–51.
44. Bulatov 1988, 337, fig. 53; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 91, part of no. 59.
45. Bulatov 1988, 338, figs. 56–57; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–

91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 92, no. 61.
46. Bulatov 1988, 327, fig. 32; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 84, no. 34.
47. Heath 1956, vol. 1, 402–3.
48. Bulatov 1988, 338, fig. 54; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 91, part of no. 59.
49. The figure is in Bulatov 1988, 339, fig. 61, and in Abū’l-Wafāʾ 

al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 95, and also on the front 
page.

50. See Hogendijk 2008, 121, for the discovery of this pattern 
on the North Dome. For a further discussion of this pattern 
and the related girih tiles, see also Necipoğlu’s chapter in 
the present volume.  

51. Bulatov 1988, 329, 332–33.
52. Bulatov 1988, 316–17, figs. 2–6; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–

91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 73, no. 2. See also Özdural 2000, 190–92.
53. Bulatov 1988, 333–34, figs. 46 and 47; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 

1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 89, no. 52.
54. Bulatov 1988, 335, figs. 50 and 51; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 

1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 90, nos. 53 and 54.
55. Bulatov 1988, 325, fig. 30; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 83, between no. 32 and no. 33.
56. Bulatov 1988, 326, fig. 31; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 83, no. 33.
57. Bulatov 1988, 330, fig. 40; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 

(1369), ed. Jazbī, 87, no. 46. See also Chorbachi 1989b, 777–
85, and Kappraff 1991, 206–7.

58. Bulatov 1988, 338, fig. 55; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 91, no. 60.

59. Bulatov 1988, 325, fig. 29; omitted in Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 
1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī.

60. Both Bulatov 1988 and Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, omit this construction, but it is mentioned 
in Chorbachi 1989b, 777.

61. Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 87, no. 45; 
see also Chorbachi 1989b, 777. The construction is omitted 
in Bulatov 1988.

62. Bulatov 1988, 336 fig. 52, upper left; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 
1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 90, no. 55. 

63. Bulatov 1988, 336, fig. 52, upper right; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 
1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 90, no. 56. 

64. Bulatov 1988, 336, fig. 52, lower left; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 
1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 90, no. 57.

65. Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 91, part of 
no. 58. The construction is omitted in Bulatov 1988.

66. Bulatov 1988, 336, fig. 52, lower right; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 
1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 91, part of no. 58.

67. See Necipoğlu’s chapter in the present volume, and also 
Cromwell and Beltrami 2011, 84–93.

68. See Özdural 1996, 191–211, esp. 197, and Özdural 1995, 54–71, 
esp. 56–64, where attention is drawn to an extant treatise 
on algebra by the mathematician and poet ʿ Umar Khayyam. 
In this treatise, a fundamental triangle in the twelve-kite 
pattern is constructed by means of conic sections, but 
Khayyam does not inform the reader that the triangle is 
related to decorative patterns.

69. Bulatov 1988, 325, fig. 28; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 82–83, nos. 29–32. See Özdural 1995, 67, 
fig. 12.

70. Bulatov 1988, 327, fig. 33; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 84, no. 35. See Özdural 1995, 66, fig. 11.

71. Bulatov 1988, 328, figs. 36 and 37; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 
1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 85–86, no. 40. On this construc-
tion, see Özdural 1996, 197, and Özdural 1995, 64–65, but 
note that fol. 191r–191v [36] is not a “verging construction” 
in the sense of ancient Greek geometry. For a further dis-
cussion of the relationship with Ibn al-Haytham and the 
T-shaped instrument, see Necipoğlu’s chapter in the pres-
ent volume.

72. I interpret the Persian istinbāṭ as “discovery,’’ and not as 
“deduction,” as in the English translation in this volume. In 
my opinion, the discovery in question is the mathematical 
insight that many constructions by conic sections can be 
realized by trial-and-error constructions by the T-shaped 
instrument. Therefore, I find it implausible to assume that 
the following word “kātib” refers to the scribe of the present 
manuscript, who was not trained in mathematics. In Özdu-
ral 1996, 196, Özdural (who based his interpretation on that 
of his Persian translator zaka Siddiqi) interprets istinbāṭ 
as “inference,” and concludes that “kātib” is “more likely 
the compiler himself, who could hardly be a mathemati-
cian, than the copyist or the translator.’’ In her chapter, 
Necipoglu interprets “kātib” to mean “scribe,” and thus has 
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the word been rendered in the English translation in this 
volume.

73. On the second part of fol. 191r–191v [36], see Özdural 1996, 
196; on the “boat astrolabe” (usṭurlāb-i zawraqī), see Frank 
1920, 18–21.

74. Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 78, no. 19. 
Bulatov 1988, 323, states that the “text of this construction 
is not understood,” and the corresponding figure in Bulatov 
1988, 321, fig. 18, is incorrect.

75. Bulatov 1988, 321 fig. 20; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 79, second part of no. 20. On this construc-
tion, see Özdural 1996, 201, fig. 6

76. Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 81, no. 27; 
omitted in Bulatov 1988. On this construction, see Özdural 
1996, 200, fig. 4.

77. Bulatov 1988, 324, fig. 27; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 82, no. 28. See Özdural 1996, 200, fig. 5.

78. Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī, 84, no. 
36-37. The construction was misinterpreted in Bulatov 1988, 
329–30, and the corresponding figure in Bulatov 1988, 327, 
fig. 34, is incorrect. On this construction, see Özdural 1996, 
198–99.

79. Bulatov 1988, 321, fig. 19; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 79, beginning of no. 20.

80. See Özdural 1996, 197; Özdural 1995, 56–64; and Hogendijk 
2012, 41, for more information and references. Here is an 
easy method to find a cubic equation in a simple form. In 
figure 14 we no longer assume that the big square is known, 
but we choose hA as our point of departure. Put hA = BE 
= 1, AE = BF = x, then hE = EF =√1+x2 by the Pythagorean 
theorem. By similar triangles hA : At = hE : EA, so 1 : At 
=√1+x2 : x whence At = x/√1+x2. Because Ah +At = Eh we 
have 1+x/√1+x2 = √1+x2, which boils down to x3 - 2x2+2x - 2 
= 0 with positive real root x = 1.54369 …. Hence, the larger 
acute angle in the right-angled triangle is ∠AhE = ∠BEF 
= arctan(x) = 57.0649 … degrees. Özdural 1995, 64, argues 
that the scribe of the manuscript was confused, and that 
his reference to Ibn al-Haytham was incorrect and should 
have been a reference to ʿUmar Khayyam. I disagree with 
Özdural’s argument on this point. Ibn al-Haytham was one 

of the foremost experts in conic sections in the Islamic tra-
dition, much more so than ʿUmar Khayyam; the fact that a 
treatise on the relevant triangle did not occur in any of Ibn 
al-Haytham’s lists of his own works is unimportant because 
other extant works by Ibn al-Haytham do not occur in the 
same lists either. See also Özdural 1996, 205n45.

81. If in figure 15 we make the side of the little square equal 
to 1, we have AG = 2√2, and by similar triangles AE/AG = 1/
(2√2 - 1). Since Ez = AG, it follows that Az/AG = 1 + 1/(2√2-
1) = 2√2/(2√2-1) = (8 + 2√2)/7; therefore ∠ZGA = arctan(8 + 
2√2)/7 = 57.1195…º, which is only 0.056 degrees more than 
the exact value.

82. In figure 14, by symmetry Eq = Ek, and since the triangles 
EkF and AhE are congruent, we have Ek = Ah, and so Eq = 
Ah in figure 14; thus Bk = AE in fig. 16.

83. If we put in fig. 17 Bk = 1 and Ak = x, and also DG = GE = Ek 
= kl = y, we have BD = AG = 1 - y. By similar triangles AG : 
GE = Ak : kB or (1 - y) : y = x : 1 or y = 1/(1 + x) and AB = 2 - y = 
(2x + 1)/(x + 1). Then, by the Pythagorean theorem (2x+1)2/
(x+1)2 = 1+x2, which equation boils down to x3+2x2-2x-2 = 0. 
This equation has a positive real root x = 1.170086 …. which 
produces ∠ABk = arctan(x) = 49.481 …º and ∠BAk = 40.518 
…º. In fol. 185v [17], one of the angles of the right-angled 
triangle is arcsin(2/3) = 41.81 … º, which may be interpreted 
as an approximation to ∠BAk in fig. 14.

84. This figure is omitted in Bulatov 1988, and also in Abū’l-
Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 (1369), ed. Jazbī.

85. Bulatov 1988, 334, fig. 48; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 89, figure between nos. 52 and 53.

86. See Bulatov 1988, 334, fig. 49; Abū’l-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī 1990–91 
(1369), ed. Jazbī, 89, figure between nos. 52 and 53. 

87. These three patterns were first identified as muqarnas pro-
jections by Özdural: see his chapter (“Preliminaries”) in 
this volume, and his plates reconstructing the muqarnas 
tiers (pls. 15, 46, and 47). On muqarnas, see Necipoğlu 1995, 
4–27, 44–50, 159–60, 179, 350, 353, 359, and 173, as well as 
al-Asad’s appendix on “The Muqarnas: A Geometric Anal-
ysis.” I thank Professor Necipoğlu for providing me with 
these detailed references. See also Dold-Samplonius 1992, 
193–242.
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